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Introduction
Let G(U,E) be a finite weighted acyclic digraph having one source and one sink, denoted by s and t, respectively. This paper studies the problem of finding a path from s to t along which the average arc length is minimum among all paths from s to t. The problem of finding the path having the minimum average arc length arises in VLSI block placement. There, in order to avoid block congestion and make the routing of interconnections feasible, the building blocks have to be spread uniformly over the chip area. The uniform spreading problem was modeled and solved in [l] via an acyclic weighted digraph, for which a path with a minimal average arc length is found.
This paper presents two approaches to solve the minimum average arc length path problem, and some extensions to find the path having the minimum weight-ratio in doubly-weighted graphs. One is purely combinatorial, yielding the desired path. This algorithm follows the same principles as the algorithm presented by Karp [4] which finds the minimum cycle mean in a digraph. The second combines a combinatorial algorithm with numerical iterations, and finds a path which solves the problem for any desired accuracy, defined as follows. Let !Z be a path from s to t along which the average arc length is minimal, and let E be any real positive number. We say that a path A from s to t solves the problem with accuracy E if its average arc length satisfies One way to solve the above problem is to apply the well-known approximation algorithm for finding the path with minimum weight-ratio in a doubly-weighted graph [2] . There, two positive weights are assigned to every arc eEE: a primary weight denoted by I(e) and a secondary weight denoted by w(e). The problem then is to find a path Cp for which the objective function z(Q) given by the ratio z(Q)= CeeO Qe)/C,,Q w(e) is minimized. It is evident that by setting w(e) = 1 for every e E E, the above problem turns out to be the minimum average arc length path problem. The algorithm described in [2] comprises a combinatorial algorithm and numerical iterations. Its complexity is O() U( 3 log l/e), where ( U( is the number of the vertices in G and E is the desired accuracy.
The two new algorithms for the minimum average arc length path problem are presented in the following order. The first algorithm is described in Section 2. It is purely combinatorial and has O(l U13) time complexity. Section 3 presents the second algorithm combining a combinatorial algorithm with numerical iterations. Though having exponential time complexity, it has been found to be very efficient for all the practical cases for which a solution of the problem has been attempted. Section 4 concludes the discussion.
The path length minimization algorithm
Let us number the vertices of the acyclic digraph G as follows. First, every vertex is ranked according to the maximal cardinality (number of arcs) of some path from s to the vertex. Clearly, s has rank 0, t has the highest rank, and no two vertices of the same rank lie on a common path. Next we number the vertices according to their rank, starting with s, then the vertices of rank 1 (in an arbitrary order), then the vertices of rank 2 and so on. This way s is numbered by 1, t is numbered by 1 U 1 and for every arc e(u, v) the vertex u is assigned a smaller number than the vertex v (see for example the St-numbering in 131). Let u be a vertex on a path from s to t. Obviously, among all the paths connecting s with u and having the same cardinality, only the shortest one (if there are several, choose one arbitrarily)
can be a part of the shortest average arc length path from s to t. With every vertex u E U we associate a real-valued vector L(u) of length 1 U 1 whose elements are defined as follows. The jth element of L(u), denoted by Lj(U), OljlI U I-1, is the minimum length of any path from s to u whose cardinality is exactly j. Let flj(U) denote a path yielding that minimum length (there may exist several ones). Clearly, the cardinality of a path cannot exceed I UI -1 since G(U,E) is an acyclic digraph. If for some cardinality there exists no path from s to u, an infinite length is assigned. We also associate with u a vector P(u) of length I U 1, whose jth element, denoted by Pj(U), indicates the last vertex preceding u on The algorithm proceeds iteratively. Starting from s, in each iteration a new vertex is marked until t is reached. When a new vertex u is marked we know the length of the shortest path from s to u for every cardinality between 0 and 1 U I -1. In the following algorithm T'"(u) and Put(u) denote the sets of arcs entering and leaving 2.4 E U, respectively.
Step 0: Initialization. Set L,(s) = 0 and Lj(s) = 00, 1 <jl I U( -1. Mark s and set T= U-{s}. For every u E T set Lj(u) = 03, OrjllUI-1.
For every uczUdefine Pj(u)=#, 05j5IUJ-1.
Step 1: New vertex selection. Find a vertex u E T for which all the tail vertices of the arcs in r'"(u) are already marked. Such a vertex must exist since G(E, U) is an acyclic digraph with a single source and a single sink whose vertices are numbered as described above.
Step 2: Updating the minimum path lengths. Determine the shortest path length vector L(u) by considering every vertex v for which e(v, u) E?'(U) as follows.
Let v* be the vertex obtained when solving (2) for given u and j. Then, set qu> = v*.
Step 3: Updating the set of marked vertices. Mark u and set T= T-(u) .
Step 4: Termination test. If u = t then go to Step 5, else go to Step 1.
Step 5: Retrieving the minimum average arc length path. Upon termination, every Lj(t) c 00 is the length of the shortest path from s to t among all the paths of cardinality j. For every j satisfying Lj(t) = 00 there exists no path of cardinality j from s to t. Evidently, min{Lj(t)/j 1 11jl (UI -l} yields the minimum average arc length for any path from s to t. Let j * be the cardinality of the path for which the minimum average arc length was obtained. Then, the desired path is retrieved by traversing backwards from t to s as follows. We start from t and go backwards to the vertex stored in pi*(t). We then go backwards to the vertex stored in Pj*_ 1 [Pj*(t)] and continue in the same manner until s is reached.
Let us calculate the time complexity of the above algorithm. Notice that in order to find L(u) and P(u) for a vertex u E U, we have to find for each Lj(U), 1 INS (UI -1, the minimum of a set of IT'"(u)( expressions of type (2). This requires O(( U( IT'"(u)/) operations. Since U UE (I T'"(U) =E, the total time complexity is O() UI /El), which in the worst case may be equal to 0( I UI 3). Notice that the above algorithm is applicable also to undirected graphs. Let T(u) denote the set of the edges incident to u. Then, one has only to replace T'"(u) by T(u) in Step 1.
I. Minimum weight-ratio in doubly-weighted graphs
As stated in the introduction, finding the minimum average arc length path is a special case of a more general problem in doubly-weighted graphs, of finding the path from s to t for which the ratio between the primary and the secondary path weights is minimized. In the following we propose an alternative to the algorithm presented in [2] , by showing how the previous algorithm can be generalized to handle doubly-weighted graphs for which the secondary weights are nonnegative integral or rational numbers.
Assume first that the secondary weights are integral numbers. Let 0' and 8" be two different paths connecting s with some vertex u, such that the secondary weights satisfy Ceao, w(e) = Cecn,, w(e). Obviously, if the corresponding primary weights satisfy Ceeo l(e)> CecSZ" I(e), Q' cannot be a part of any path from s to t for which the ratio between the primary and the secondary path weights is minimized. If Ceao I(e) = CeeSZfl I(e) we can arbitrarily discard one of Q' and Q", since their effect on the weight-ratio of the paths passing through u is identical. Let W be the maximal secondary weight of any arc, i.e., IV= max{ w(e) 1 eel?}. Clearly, the total secondary weight of any path from s to any vertex cannot exceed (I UI -1)W. The above observations lend themselves to an extension of the former algorithm in which we associate with every vertex u E U a real-valued vector L(u) and a vector P(u) both of length (IUl-l)W+ 1. For any indexj, Osj%(lU -l)W, Lj(U) is the minimum primary weight of any path Q from s to u satisfying CeeD w(e) =j. Let -T;lj(U) denote the path yielding the minimum primary weight. If for somej there exists no path from s having that secondary weight, an infinite primary weight is assigned. The jth element of P(U) indicates the last vertex preceding u on nj(U), i.e., the vertex v for which Lj(U) =Lj_ w(e(,,u))(~) + I(e(v, u) ).
It is clear now how to apply the path length minimization algorithm to this problem. We will not elaborate on that and only remark that instead of dealing with path cardinalities one should consider their secondary weights, and change the range of the index j from 0 1j5 1 U 1 -1 to 0 ~j I (1 U 1 -1) W accordingly.
In particular, the retrieval of the optimal path in Step 5 is started from t and goes back to the vertex stored in Pj*(t). Then, we go backwards to the vertex stored in Pj*_w(P,.(r),1)[Pjt(t)] and so forth, until s is reached. Since in every iteration of the algorithm we have to consider all the possible secondary weights, it turns out that its worst-case time complexity is O(W 1 UI 3). Notice that the above algorithm is applicable also if all the secondary arc weights are a product of an integral positive number and a real positive constant, since such a multiplication preserves the path with the minimum weight-ratio. Consequently, the algorithm works also for the case of rational positive secondary weights. One has only to find the minimal common denominator of all the secondary arc weights and then specify it as the multiplicative factor.
The vertex balancing algorithm
This section describes an algorithm that yields an approximated solution to the shortest average arc length path problem. Although it has an exponential time complexity, in practice, it solves the problem in O(l U/*) steps, as compared to the O() U( 3, steps required by the first algorithm.
This algorithm proceeds iteratively, where in every iteration the length of G's arcs is modified by considering its vertices one by one, in such a way that the length of every path from the source s to the sink t is invariant.
We call this operation a balancing cycle. Let G, denote the graph obtained after the nth iteration, and let i,(e) be the length of an arc e in G,. We shall prove that the series {l,(e)} converges uniformly for every arc e E E, thus resulting in a limit graph denoted by G,. Moreover, G, possesses the property that for each of its vertices except s and t, the length of the shortest entering arc is equal to the length of the shortest leaving arc. We then show how this property yields the path having the minimum average arc length. We first present some notations and definitions. Let a(u) and j?(u) denote the shortest length of any entering and any leaving arc of a vertex U, respectively, i.e., a(u) = min{l(e) 1 eEP"(U)}, UE U-(s), Pa) /3(u) = min{l(e) 1 eEr'"'(u)}, 24~ U-{t>.
We define p(u) to be the imbalance of the vertex u,
a,(u), p,(u) and p,(u) are defined similarly for G,. The graph G is said to be balanced if p(u) = 0, VU E U-{s, t}.
The iterative algorithm described below transforms the original G into an infinite series of isomorphic graphs {G,} converging to a balanced graph denoted by G,. In contrast to the previous algorithm which required the vertices to be numbered, their order in the following algorithm can be arbitrary. However, to simplify the convergence proof we first assume that they are numbered as before, and then we show that the algorithm is valid for any ordering.
Step 0: Initialization. Set Go = G and n = 0.
Step 1: Defining a new iteration. Set n = n + 1.
Step 2: Performing a balancing cycle. For every u E U-{s, t} repeat the following process in the order defined by the vertex numbering. Calculate first the imbalance p(u) and then update the length of all its entering and leaving arcs as follows:
f(e) = I(e) + +p(u),
Ve E Z+"(u); l(e) = I(e) -+p(u),
VeEroUt(
Denote by G, the resultant graph after processing all the vertices in the nth iteration, n=0,1,2 ,..., and by pu,(u) the imbalance of a vertex u E U-{s, t} in G,.
Step 3: Termination test. Let 6 be a real positive parameter controlling the accuracy of the solution. Then, if max{ 1 p,(u) 11 u E U-{s, t}} < 6 go to Step 4, else go to Step 1.
Step
4: Retrieving the minimum average arc length path A. For each u E U-{s} let R(u) denote the vertex in G, for which the length of the arc (R(u), u) is minimal among all the arcs eE T'"(u), i.e., l,(R(u), u) = a,(u).
Then, the desired path is retrieved by traversing backwards from t to s as follows. We start from t and go backwards to the vertex R(t). Then we go backwards to the vertex R(R(t)) and continue in the same manner, until s is reached.
Convergence of the algorithm
We still have to show that the convergence assumption of the infinite series {G,} in Step 3 is always true, and that the path retrieved in Step 4 achieves the minimum average arc length for any desired accuracy. We prove first the convergence.
Lemma 3.1. The infinite series of graphs {G,} resulting from the vertex balancing algorithm by ignoring the termination test of Step 3 converges to a graph G,, satisfying j&(u) = 0, vu E u-{s, t}. (6)
Proof. Define pu, = max{lp&)l I u~U-_(~tlt.
Let q be the maximal number of vertices along a path from s to t (excluding s and t}. We show next that there exists a real nonnegative number 0 I y I 1 -1/2q such that c(~+~<Y,~,, n=O, 1,2, . . . .
The validity of (8) implies that the imbalance of each vertex uniformly converges to zero, since~u,+,ly~,Iy2~,_1~...1yn+1~uo.
To prove (8) notice that the vertex balancing operation in Step 2 of the algorithm equally shortens (lengthens) the length of every entering arc, and equally lengthens (shortens) the length of every leaving arc. Also, recall that during a balancing cycle the imbalance of every vertex is reset to zero once, and later on in this cycle it may become unbalanced when an adjacent vertex is balanced. In principle, the balancing of a vertex u may affect only the imbalance of its adjacent vertices, which may increase in the worst case by half of U'S imbalance.
Recall that the vertices are numbered and let e(u, v) EP"'(u). Then, the imbalance of v immediately after balancing u is increased by at most &, i.e., its imbalance is bounded by p,,+ +p, = 15~~. Let e(v, w) EP"'(v).
Then, the imbalance of w immediately after the balancing of v takes place, is increased by at most +,u,, i.e., it is bounded by p,, + +(P~ + +,Q = l+pu,. The effect of balancing a vertex on the remaining vertices propagates along the paths passing through it. Consequently, only those vertices lying on paths passing through u may be affected by the balancing of U. Moreover, this effect decreases in integral powers of + with the distance from U.
When the imbalance of a vertex u is considered, one entering and one leaving arc are determined (see equation (3)). Suppose that the vertices along the maximal cardinality path are numbered ur, 242, . . . , uq (s and t are excluded). Then, the maximal number of balancing operations during a balancing cycle that may affect the imbalance of uq is q-1. Therefore, the maximal quantity that can be added to the imbalance of uq during cycle n + 1 is
and the total imbalance of uq prior to its balancing in cycle n + 1 is bounded by ~~(2 -1/2q-1). Thus, after the imbalance of uq was reset to zero in this cycle, the imbalance of uq_ 1 is bounded by (1 -1/2q)pn. The inequality (8) follows by setting y= 1 -l/24.
The convergence of the graph series {G,} follows now immediately. First, the topology of the graph is invariant during the whole algorithm. Secondly, during a balancing cycle the length of each arc can be changed at most twice, once upon the balancing of its tail vertex and once upon the balancing of its head vertex. Since the maximal magnitude of a single change in the length of any arc during the (n + 1)th balancing cycle is not greater than half of the actual imbalance, which is bounded by ,u,, , the overall change in any arc length cannot exceed p,, , which has been proven to converge to zero. 0
We show now that the path d retrieved in
Step 4 achieves the minimum average arc length for any desired accuracy. Proof. Let Q be the path obtained by applying Step 4 of the algorithm to G, (Lemma 3.1 proved that G, exists). According to Lemma 3.1 all the imbalances in G, are zero. Therefore, the arc lengths along Q in G, are the same. Moreover, their length is minimal among the arc lengths in G,. Otherwise, there would exist an arc e $ Q having smaller length than the length of the arcs along Q. Since the imbalance of a vertex is determined by its shortest entering and leaving arcs, and in G, the imbalances are zero, one could then construct a distinct path from s to t for which the arc lengths are all equal, and are smaller than those of 52. This contradicts the fact that the construction of Q in Step 4 started with the shortest arc in T'"(t). Consequently, Q solves the problem in G,. Since the lengths of isomorphic paths from s to t are identical in G and G,, it follows that the average arc length along paths from s to t is invariant, and hence Q solves the problem in G, too. We now set the termination parameter 6=e/21Ul-' and show that in G, (and as stated above, in G, too) inequality (1) is satisfied. It has been shown in the proof of Lemma 3.1 that the magnitude in which any arc length can be changed during a balancing cycle is not greater than the product of 1 -1/2q and the maximal imbalance after the previous balancing cycle. Therefore, the difference between the length of any arc when the algorithm terminates (due to the condition stated in Step 3), and its length in G, cannot exceed 
(lsa)
which proves that the path A solves the problem in accuracy E. 0
It can be easily verified that any order of balancing the vertices within the balancing cycle yields convergence.
This follows from the fact that the coefficient y= 1-1/2451-1/2'+2 is an upper bound on the reduction of the imbalance from cycle to cycle, and it is independent of the order in which the vertices are considered during the cycles. Moreover, this order can vary from cycle to cycle, as long as each vertex is balanced once in every cycle. In general, convergence is guaranteed for an arbitrary balancing scheme, as long as the period between two consecutive treatments of any vertex is uniformly bounded.
Complexity of the algorithm
The complexity of the balancing algorithm is exponential in the number of vertices in G. Consider first a single balancing cycle. There, every arc is treated exactly twice: once upon the balancing of its tail vertex, and once upon the balancing of its head vertex. Therefore, the time complexity of a balancing cycle is O( IE I) which is O( I U2 I) in the worst case. To calculate the number of balancing cycles, let E be the desired accuracy and let n denote the number of balancing cycles required to achieve this accuracy. Any imbalance during the execution of the balancing algorithm is bounded by the largest arc length in G. Assume for convenience that this is a unit magnitude. It has been shown in Lemma 3.1 that the factor (1 -l/2 lU1-2)-1 is a lower bound on the reduction of the imbalance from cycle to cycle. Also, to obtain accuracy a, we set in Lemma 3.2 the termination parameter 6 to be equai to s/21(11-1. Therefore, the following equation determines the number of iterations needed to terminate the algorithm, (l- 1/21+2y = E 2lWl' (16) which after some manipulations yields n = 0[21U1( 1 Uj + log( l/e))].
Surprisingly, in practice, for problems where 1 UI = 0(102), the algorithm converges very fast. In contrast to the above worst-case analysis, the balancing of a vertex may in practice, reduce the imbalance of some of its adjacent vertices, which in turn reduces substantially the number of iterations needed to achieve a given accuracy. Table 1 provides some information on the measured efficiency of the vertex balancing algorithm. There, the number of balancing cycles is shown as a function of the required accuracy and the largest cardinality of a path in the given graph. The arc lengths were drawn from a uniform distribution in the interval [0, I]. One can see that the number of balancing iterations as a function of q grows quadratically rather than exponentially.
One may expect that if a zero length would be assigned to all the arcs in G except 
